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Title word cross-reference

$3^2 \times 2^2$ [54].  $n$ [110].  $t$
[92, 433, 326, 328, 385, 387, 426, 335, 295].

-Distribution
[433, 326, 385, 387, 335, 92].


4 [327, 386, 422, 426].  4th [48].

5 [433, 328, 387, 426].

6 [384, 431, 429, 432, 329].  6th [353].

7 [384, 432, 330].

8 [346].

9 [347].

A.
[331, 174, 333, 221, 242, 114, 231, 115, 398].

Abstracts [10, 360].  Abstracts-Statistical


Editorial [146, 180, 191, 261, 303].

Education [184, 359]. Edwards [68].


Empirical [272, 64]. Encoders [376].

Enders [210]. Engineering [67].

Engineers [304, 361]. England [202].

Enquiries [300]. Enquiry [61]. Enrick [48].

Epidemics [148]. Epidemiological [147].

Epidemiology [66]. Epilogue [269].


Expenditure [61, 214, 62]. Expenditures [341, 112]. Experiment [54].

Experimental [97, 85, 187, 164, 408].

Experiments [410, 168, 125, 110, 52, 99, 352].

Exploratory [194]. Exponential [166].

Exposure [337]. Extraneous [318].


Feinstein [176]. Feller [274]. Few [59].

Fibre [369]. Fibre-Diameter [369].


Fourth [232]. Fox [307]. Fraction [377].


Function [327, 386, 422, 426, 161, 205].


G [14, 80, 135, 362, 353, 357, 139, 351, 352, 154].

G. [9, 278, 173, 90, 91]. Game [342, 255].


Generation [205]. Genetics [34]. Geology [18]. Geophysical [196]. George [353].


Gurland [155]. Guthrie [281].


Half [166]. Hammersley [208]. Handbook


Population [66, 182, 335, 295].
Populations [148, 122, 291]. Port [374].
Port-a-Punch [374]. Portable [376].
Portfolio [216]. Positive [432, 330]. Postal
[86, 300]. Potential [3]. Practical
[293, 226]. Practice [171]. Precision [41].
Preliminary [392]. Presence [247, 414].
Price [65, 220, 251]. Prices [229].
Principal [248, 297, 284, 133, 249].
Principles [357, 171]. Printing [379].
Probabilities [225]. Probability [274, 47, 69, 362, 334, 416, 175, 401, 90, 91, 275].
Problem [200, 152, 207, 124, 340, 251].
Problèmes [172]. Problems
[27, 107, 228, 18, 123, 290]. Procedure
[95, 264]. Procedures [28, 370].
Processes [85, 243, 176, 273]. Processing
[375]. Product [250]. Production [354, 63].
Products [350]. Professional [86].
Profitability [345]. Program [396, 294].
Programme [168, 125]. Programmes
[131]. Programming
[261, 262, 200, 57, 267, 265, 264, 266, 141, 263, 43, 269, 268, 216, 42, 4, 130, 113].
Project [246, 243]. Projects [98].
Prologue [262]. Properties [218].
Proportional [225]. Provided [17].
Psychology [359]. Publication [15, 26].
Publications [60]. Punch [374].
Purchasers [53]. Purchasing [200, 239].
Quade [157]. Qualities [107]. Quality
[364, 221, 74, 33, 231, 76, 48]. Quantal
[294]. Quantitative [280, 294, 307, 34].
Quarterly [254, 165]. Quasi [392].
Quasi-Independence [392]. Quenouille
[35]. Questioning [88]. Queue [409].
Queue-Length-Dependent [409].
Queueing [333]. Queues [366, 409]. Quick
[255].
R [10, 174, 277, 156, 273, 360]. R.

[397, 351, 352, 361, 140, 398, 90, 91]. R1
[383]. R10 [428]. R12 [429]. R2 [421]. R21
[432]. R56 [433]. R70 [434]. R8 [426].
Radner [332]. RAND [157]. Random
[36, 176, 138, 210, 400, 288, 312, 75, 205].
Rapid [35]. Ratio [382]. Reactor [319].
Received
[15, 26, 60, 142, 177, 222, 244, 258].
Recherche [173, 172]. Reciprocal [382].
Recorded [62]. Recording [372, 374].
Records [151]. Red [287, 313]. Reduce
[151]. Refereeing [342]. Reference
[21, 340]. Reflections [182]. Refractive
[169]. Regional [291]. Regions [183].
Related [2]. Relation [101]. Relations
[130]. Relationship [219, 80]. Relevance
[147]. Reliability [319, 136]. Remark
Repeat [293]. Repeat-Buying [293].
Replacement [332, 365]. Replicates [110].
Reply [296]. Report [415]. Reporting
[96, 272]. Representation [275].
Reproductive [414]. Resale [220].
[238, 112, 300]. Response [88, 219].
Responses [107, 408]. Restricted [405].
Restrictions [228]. Retail [229]. Review
[240, 230, 370]. Reviews
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